B R ET T + S H AW NA
AND BROOKS

SOPHIE TOO!

Our Story

Thank You

We want to say thank you for being you... thank you for considering this selfless act of love.
We are so grateful to be in this moment with you. We've never walked in your shoes and
can't imagine the difficulty of this decision and the strength it took to get here. We can only
hope that your child will know of, understand, and inherit your strength.
We are honored to be considered as the adoptive family for your child. We hope that
getting to know us through these pages brings a small smile to your face, in knowing your
child will receive the same unconditional love that you would certainly give to them. We
promise not only to love your child but to honor your love for them. We wish you nothing
but happiness and are sending you strength, peace and love on this journey.

About Us

We absolutely love the outdoors and especially love the beach,
which is just a few minutes away! Whether it's just us three quietly
collecting shells or a bonfire with 20 friends, much of our fun is had
at the ocean! On a recent beach day, Brooks and his friends built a
huge sea puddle and caught loads of sand crabs to “live in it.” They
quickly learned the crabs disappeared instantly, digging into the
sandy bottom. The puddle soon turned into a splashing and jumping
zone! Your child will learn to love the outdoors with tons of sandy,
splashy, sun-drenched fun at the beach!

If we had to describe our family in a few
words, they would be fun-loving and
silly! We never miss an opportunity to
giggle, act silly and enjoy the moment. We
honestly believe laughter can ease most
things in life. Whether we are having a
dance party or the "tickle monster" is
attacking we simply try to fill our lives with
fun times, laughter and happy memories.

We love live music and dancing! These things are in our roots, as Brett plays several instruments and Shawna grew
up taking dance. Whenever there is a dance floor, we are out there grooving! Each summer, our town has “Concert in
the Park Fridays.” Last summer we walked to many concerts as they were hosted at our nearby park. Walking home
uphill was a chore after dancing for hours! Your child will always be exposed to music and the arts.

OUR VALUES:
- SEEK ADVENTURE
- BE OPEN-MINDED
- NURTURE CREATIVITY

Our Story

- FAMILY FIRST
- BE HONEST
- NEVER GIVE UP
- BE COMPASSIONATE
- BELIEVE IN YOURSELF
- BE SILLY
- LOVE NATURE

We met through an accidental introduction! Brett was in
town coaching a swim competition for just two days at
Shawna's college. A casual conver- sation on swim
bleachers changed our lives! We began talking and
dating long distance which quickly evolved into
weekend visits. We had the same loves and would
often take spontaneous road trips to the snow or
camping or just anywhere! But one weekend Brett
spent every waking moment in Shawna's class lab
helping with her senior project. Not his idea of fun but
it certainly made Shawna realize he was a keeper!

We both share Italian heritage and Shawna had planned
a low-budget trip to Europe, alone. Shawna would visit
relatives in a small Italian town whom she never had met.
We had dated for 3 months at the time of her trip. A week
before Shawna left, Brett “surprised” her saying he had
bought a ticket with his whole savings to meet her in
Italy! It was an awkward conversation with Shawna's
Great Uncle Nino explaining she would be staying at their
home with a boyfriend! Luckily, he was welcoming! We
traveled around Italy for a few weeks making amazing
memories and it was then, that Brett knew, we would be
married one day!

We always knew we wanted a family but that proved to be an exceptionally long and difficult struggle. Brooks was
eventually born through the gift of donor sperm. Through our non-biological connection with him we have become
keenly aware that families are about love, not genetics. Your child will be whole-heartedly loved as our blood, just as
Brooks is. Adoption has also touched our lives through both family and friends. Shawna’s first cousin Michael is an
adoptee and has volunteered his time to help us understand adoption more personally. He will be a great mentor for
your child! Our journey to adoption has been a long road but we are ready to become adoptive parents and to walk this
path with you!

Meet
Shawna
by brett
HOBBIES & INTERESTS:
Interior and landscape design,
photography, drawing, art and crafts
OCCUPATION:
Landscape Architect and Mom!
HER BEST TRAIT:
Shawna ALWAYS comes to the aid of
others
FAVORITE TRADITION:
Baking Italian Christmas cookies w/
her mom & her nonna and giving
them out as gifts!

Shawna is obsessed with all types of plants and enjoys
gardening. She inherited her green thumb from her father
who always had fresh fruit served up from his backyard
orchard. She enjoys giving out her garden goods as much
as growing them and this summer, gave out 5 bags of
jalapenos and other veggies! With the remaining, we had
family over and learned to pickle, making 3 jars of pickled
jalapenos!

Shawna is a creative soul loving design and art and
has a talented hand for sketching. I remember when
we met 20 years ago, she would carry around her sketch
book doodling scenes in eyesight. Life has changed.
Today, her sketches have mostly been replaced by kid
crafts and computerized design work, but she's still got it!
Recently, she created a beautiful anniversary card with a
hand sketch of a beach we both love. Your child will have
an artistic influence in their life to encourage creativity!

Shawna is an animal lover through and through.
She is passionate about animal rescue and has
NEVER met a dog she didn't love. Just the other day,
she pulled over in traffic trying to help a dog
wandering in the road! She got him on a leash and
took him to our nearby Humane Society, where she
volunteers. Your child will have many loving and furry
companions!

Meet
Brett
b y s h aw n a
Brett has always been talented in sports. He
dedicated most of his young life to the sport of diving
and went on as a high-level athlete entering the Olympic
Trials. Today, sports are his loved hobbies, and he
especially enjoys surfing! Recently, I watched him surf
and happened to catch a school of dolphins jumping out
in the waves with him! I'm always impressed by his
abilities out there in the cold ocean with the sea life.
Your child will have a mentor to teach them the
dedication, hard work and team work of sports!

Brett is a devoted dad, always planning special
daddy dates, and he seemingly never runs out of
energy! Some favorite daddy dates are the zoo, driving
range or beach. They can often be found exploring the
‘dinosaur forest’ or playing freeze tag in our back yard!
On a recent summer daddy date, they spent the day
together at the zoo, followed by a friend-date at the pool
and ended with cuddles in the yard around a fire. What
fun! His love is endless for our family and he will surely
give this same love and energy to your child.

HOBBIES & INTERESTS:
Sports such as golf, surfing
and college football
OCCUPATION:
Medical Device Sales Representative

Brett is happy to have inherited his mother's love of
and talents in music. He grew up playing piano with her
and we own her piano today! Last Christmas Eve, Brett
taught us to play a few Christmas carols on the piano while
he played guitar. We sung them over and over and over
again at Brooks' request! Your child will always have the
joy of music in their lives.

HIS BEST TRAIT:
Brett has the best sense of humor!
FAVORITE TRADITION:
Watching the first college football game
of his alumni with a group of fans,
freinds and food!

Meet

brooks

Brooks is a nurturing boy and is always looking out for others. When he
hears the sad tears of another child, he always wants to help “make it better” as
he says. Last month, his friend fell off her scooter and scraped her knee. He
wouldn't leave her side and insisted on holding her hand! He hollered out,
"Mommy we need a pink band-aid and some jellybeans for Maeve." Your child
will benefit from having a caring big brother who will nurture and protect them
as they grow up.

Brett grew up with 4 siblings and Shawna with 3
brothers and we believe our sibling relationships are among the most sacred in our lives.
When Brett's younger sister was diagnosed with
Leukemia and needed a new kidney, he was so
hoping he'd be the match. After testing, he wasn't
a match but luckily his youngest sister was, and
she donated her kidney a week later! This
experience bonded them deeper than ever. We
hope to bring this same loving closeness and
lifelong bonds to your child and Brooks!

Brooks is silly beyond words and his laughter fills our
home and hearts. He helps us stay focused on the fun in life.
Brooks plays a game called “Your Own Silly Face” where we
make goofy faces at one another until one person stops to
burst out laughing! We played in the grocery line the other day
and our onlookers were all laughing too. Your child will have a
silly brother to bond with through shared laughter and playful
memories throughout their life.

Meet

Sophie loves kids and is so very gentle with them.
She is accepting of anything the kids throw her way. The
other day, Brooks got on her back while she was laying
and bounced up and down, saying “Giddy up Bubbawa”.
Not sure where that name came from, but she just
wagged her tail and licked his face and we all had a
great laugh! She is amazing with children!

sophie
Sophie is our third rescue pup.
When we got her as a puppy, she
was so timid she would hug the
ground (like an army crawl) when
taken outside to walk! Now she is the
sweetest, most well-adjusted gal,
bringing us lots of laughter and joy.
Sophie has a silly habit of “needing”
to grab a shoe from the shoe basket
anytime she's really excited. She
doesn’t chew them but instead drops
them all over the house. Brett is
often frustrated searching for his
“other shoe” whenever we leave the
house! Recently he found it outside
in Brooks' sand pit!

Sophie has a quirky personality and is always
making us laugh! She loves lounging on our sofa
with all 4 paws straight in the air or laying in Brooks
tent with his stuffed animals! The other morning, we
found that she had piled up all the sofa throw pillows
as high as poss- ible to lay atop them for a nap! She’s
a silly gal like the rest of our family. Your child will
have the joy of loving and memorable pets
around them!

fun times

Together

We love to explore new destinations and go on
adventures. We approach each day with excitement and
challenge ourselves to “push our envelope”. From skydiving
to finding a new hike, we like the adventure! We recently
explored a new park in a nearby city. It had big tube slides
and a steep grass hill for cardboard sliding! It took some
doing but we got Brooks to race down the hill alone on his
cardboard. He actually won most the races and would end
the hill celebrating with a silly dance! Your child will always
be encouraged to explore and try new things.

We also love our quiet down time at home. We
can often be found cuddling on the sofa for a
movie or a book. Shawna stays at home with
Brooks several days a week. Recently the day
was spent on art for Brook’s art wall where we
made birds out of paper rolls and paints. Finding
time in life to be active, silly, and adventurous are
core to our values BUT we also love our cozy
family time at home for a good life balance!

Being on or near the water is what we love! Whether that
be at the beach, in a boat, a pool or river or in a sprinkler, we
are water people. We recently spent a weekend on a nearby
bay with access to a powerboat. Brett couldn't get enough of
driving it! It brough back fun childhood memories from their
family boat. We all laughed hysterically as we went over big
bumpy waves and got sprayed with ocean mist!

fun times

Together

We spend time outdoors as much as we can
day-to-day. Daily, we enjoy BBQing, biking, park visits,
bonfires, evening walks to ice cream or playing in the yard.
We find being outdoors is a huge part of our everyday
lives. Each week we do "Sunday Funday" with an outdoor
activity. Recently, we rented a Surry to bike on the
boardwalk. We thought it would be fun to run Brook's auto
bubbler off the back of it. All our passer-byers had a blast
riding through our sea of bubbles!! Your child will benefit
from plenty of sunshine, fresh air, and outdoor play time!

We love the Zoo and Aquarium and try to visit them
wherever we go. Brooks LOVES animals, especially sea
animals, so we nurture this by visiting aquariums and zoos
often. On one visit, he asked repeatedly if we could “bring a
shark home and put it in the bathtub?” He was sad when we
declined over and over but an ice cream helped cheer him
up! Your child will have our support in learning about their
interests.

Camping is something we have loved since our
dating years. For almost 20 years we have camped on
the same stretch of coast, having fallen in love with it in
college. Last camping trip we went with several
neighborhood families. We all put our headlamps on
and took the kids night exploring. We found a family of
racoons with three babies, the kids were fascinated! We
also enjoy stargazing, climbing trees & S'mores galore!

We love entertaining and being that “gathering
place” for any occasion. We are a very social family
and love to open our home to all. Our large kitchen
island is often filled with friends and food! At a recent
summer BBQ, all the neighborhood ladies knew their
way around our kitchen for what they needed, like they
lived there! Having a home filled with family and friends
is a priceless treasure for us.

Our Family

If you choose us, in addition to a big brother, your
child will have 7 aunts and uncles, 5 grandparents and
8 cousins, with more to come!

Our family lives close by! We are especially blessed to
have 4 fun-loving grandparents very close to us. Brooks
loves time spent with Papa John where they go to the
park and equally loves time with Nonna where they do
art or bake cookies. Recently, Nonna came by
spontaneously to drop off our favorite Coconut White
Chocolate cookies, warm out of the oven! Your child will
benefit from having a lot of family nearby for plenty of
quality time!

Our family is thoughtful and always pitching in to
help one another. We can't count how many times our
Dads have helped with a house project or our brothers
have helped us move. We recall when Shawna’s Dad
helped her build a raised garden box, it was so massive
and strong we called it the "Rhinoceros coffin!" Lifting it
over our backyard fence was quite comical.

We love to host family game night where it is
obvious, we are a loud and competitive group! We
often start the evening with the gals playing cards while
the guys are out throwing horseshoes or a baseball. We
then come together for a very competitive game of Bingo
or Pictionary and things get LOUD and SILLY! We often
give out lottery scratchers for winning bingo games and
recently, Shawna's brother won $500 on his ticket!

Our family is diverse, and we are inclusive of all
cultures and people. Shawna’s father is married to an
African American woman and we have loved learning
about her traditions, especially cooking. On Christmas
Eve, we always have Dionne's favorite desserts from
her childhood which are Sweet Potato Pie and Blood
Orange Cornmeal Cake. Brett is not a fan of sweet
potatoes but Dionne insisted he taste it last year and
he actually loved it!

Our Family Traditions
One of our favorite traditions is our annual
Shrimp Boil. We spend a long fun-filled day at
the beach with all our family and friends. In the
evening, we start cooking a huge boiled seafood
meal which we tip onto a large table when
complete. Finally, just as the sun sets, we gather
around to feast together, no plates allowed! We
always look to see who has the biggest shrimp
shell pile at their spot and last year, it was our
neighbors 8-year-old daughter! The night is
capped off by a bonfire and smores!

Annual vacations with our families are
a strong tradition of ours. We have
some favorite destinations but also love
to explore new places. Last year, we
went to Hawaii with Shawna’s brothers
and their families. In tune with our love of
adventure, we went Zip Lining. Shawna
screamed so loud the whole forest could
hear her and the entire tour group got a
kick out of her scream face! Despite
being scared she was a champ!

We cook together sharing Sunday Dinners,
often honoring our Italian traditions. We love
following our Nonna's recipes which have been
passed down through generations. Pasta Fagioli
and Lasagna being two of our favorites! We usually
end the dinner with homemade cookies and Italian
coffee. Sitting around the dinner table over a lovely
meal is how our family has always bonded. We look
forward to learning your family traditions and
entwining them with ours for your child.

Our Home

Our home is in a family-oriented neighborhood filled with
parks and friends! Our home is just across the street from our
neighborhood's central park and pool, area which we enjoy often.
The view from your child's window will look out to it. Our home
has room for our family to grow and has a large, fenced yard. We
love to welcome people into our house and gather around the
kitchen island or entertain in the yard. It is definitely our forever
home! Your child will have a safe home to grow into with plenty of
parks and friends nearby!

We live within walking distance of
everything we could ever need. In a 5minute walk, we find more than 10 restaurants,
grocers, a farmer's market, frozen yogurt, a pet
store and more. One of our favorite evening
activities is walking up to the center for 'fro-yo'
after dinner. The other night our walk took 5x
longer than usual as we stopped to chat with
many neighbors out in their yards and Brooks
had to stop to pet all the passing dogs! Our
neighborhood is a true gem!

We have a large, fenced backyard with many entertaining areas for kids and adults alike! For the kiddos they
love the big grassy area, the jungle gym and the shallow above-ground spa. For the “grown up kids” they love to use
the putting green, BBQ smoker and to sit around the fire pit to relax. Not a summer weekend goes by, that we aren't
out enjoying the yard with many friends and neighbors. Your child will have a safe, fenced play space with great fun to
be had!

Our Neighborhood

We have caring neighbors who all look out for one
another. Not only are the children friends, but many of our
neighbors have also become our closest family friends. We
are always pitching in to help each other when needed.
When Brooks was born, meals were organized by our
neighbors and brought to our house for nearly 6 weeks!
Your child will have a “Village” to pitch in, helping to care
for them or simply waving hello to them from their front
porch!

Our neighborhood has 10 parks, lovely quiet streets
and loads of children out enjoying these spaces. Within
ear shot, there are 12 kids to play with! They are often
playing, biking, or sitting on blankets in a grassy space we
call “the triangle” which is adjacent to the front yards. On a
recent spontaneous gathering at the triangle, most of the
neighbors came out with their kids to play and chat and we
ended up going through 10 pizzas for dinner!

Halloween is a major production in our neighborhood! People come from far and wide to enjoy the over
the top decorations. There is a really amazing street where most of the homes are decorated as a "Pirates of
Caribbean" theme! This Halloween we gave out almost 2,000 pieces of candy in 2 hours and the main
streets were closed off to cars to allow visitors walking area! Your child will grow up in a neighborhood filled
with fun traditions!

Our Community
Our home is in a lovely coastal town! There is
something so magical about the ocean waves, fresh air
and playing in the sand and we love our sunsets! We will
often pop down to take an evening walk and watch the
sky light up during sunset. In September, we watched a
lovely sunset where people spontaneously clapped and
cheered as it set. While we appreciated the cheers, our
dog Sophie did not, and she scrambled to get back into
the car immediately! Your child will have access to
amazing nearby beaches.

Our town is located central to several fun theme parks.
We have loved these parks as adults as much as the kids
do! We have annual passes to several of them and will
often pop in for just a few hours during the week. Recently,
we were with a slightly older friend who Brooks looks up to.
With him there, he finally conquered a small rollercoaster he
had been reluctant to try for a year. He yelled with wide
eyes, “again, again!” each time it stopped! Luckily, the
operator let us ride it 3 times in a row after adding the small
wait line.

Our town hosts fun community festivals, several a
season. One of our favorites is the Fall Harvest Festival.
Last year, we decided to try the huge corn maze, and it
was really challenging! We were lost inside of it for over
an hour! Luckily, we had taken a picture of the map with
our phones which helped, but we still needed the help of
some nice folks to find the exit! We also enjoy the many
other festivals and weekly farmers markets as well!

Our Weekdays
Shawna is a Landscape Architect working part-time
from home. She still enjoys creating outdoor spaces but
gave up her demanding office job to have more time for
family. Her schedule is now very flexible, and she stays
home 2 days a week to spend time with Brooks. She
always makes time to work on home projects, tend to the
house and is home to cook us dinner nightly.

Brett works for a medical company selling surgical
devices to hospitals. He spends most of his time in the
operating room, with doctors and nurses, which he
finds exciting. His schedule is very flexible and he’s
often home early for extra time with our family. Brett
still has plenty of evening light after work, almost every
night, to take Brooks outside to play before dinner. Your
child will have plenty of time with both Brett and
Shawna daily.

When Shawna works, your child will have family
care with Shawna’s Mother, just 10 minutes away.
Nonna has a pre-school teaching background of 30
years and cares for a few toddlers in her home now.
We love the security of having nearby family care
while the kids also learn to socialize and play
together. Your child will spend days with Nonna and
Brooks in a her pre-school home!
As a fun evening routine, returning home from
Nonnas house, we often stop to feed the ducks at
the pond between our homes. Its a quiet time to
settle from the play of the day. where we enjoy sitting
and watching the world roll by before dinner time.

Goodbye

FOR NOW

We can't put into words how grateful we are to be considered as adoptive parents for your child. Thank
you for getting to know us. We hope you’ve seen that we are full of love, fun, energy and are an
open-minded and easy-going family. We promise that our home will be filled with love and laughter and
that you will always have an important place in our heart and family.
We deeply respect the sacrifice of love you are making, and your child will always know of this loving
act. You will always be spoken of with respect and admiration in our home. If you choose to go forward
with us, please know, we are committed to a level of openness with you, a level that you are
comfortable with. Thank you again from the bottom of our hearts. We wish you strength and send lots
of love your way. We say Goodbye…. for now!

Thank You

